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Case Study A 

Rob O - SRS 1 

Age 7:5 September 20xx to age 7:11 February 20xx (six months) 

20 lessons, ‘Sound Snip’ approach 

  

Pre -teaching test results 

Blending:                                                                                 11/16 

Segmenting:                                                                            40/58 

Sound Processing:                                                                  no score 

Code Knowledge:                                                                   23/50 (46%) 

Individual Reading Analysis NFER Nelson:                           no score 

  

Introductory Session 

Run the above tests 

Rob reverses ‘b’ and ‘d’ 

Build his name; build the sound /ee/ 

SRS Foundation: Sound processing puzzles; useful exercise; read step 5 story ‘Ten’ 

Start three-sound worksheets and set them for homework with early ‘Really Reading’ stories 

(steps 6-8) 

  

Lesson 1 

SRS Foundation work: Move in and out of Steps 1-7; Build and spell two and three-sound words. He 

has no difficulty. Move into four-sound words; he is experiencing real difficulty hearing the word 

happen; continually uses letter names. 

Read whole words 

Read story: Step 9 ‘A Camp’ – very laboured 
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Showed him Step: 9 ‘h u ff’ and ‘h i ss’ puzzle pieces (2 letters = 1 sound) and read ‘The Trip’ with ‘fell’, 

‘doll’, ‘Nell’. 

Homework: all four sound worksheets including the double letters 

Made special b/d words to read 

  

Lesson 2 

SRS Foundation Read three and four sound stories: ‘A Camp’ and ‘Fast’. 

We try ‘Best Camp’: too difficult 

Reading whole words much improved: increasingly determined to read whole words accurately 

without ‘sounding out’ aloud. 

Spell three and four sound words on whiteboard; Rob gets lost in the middle of a four sound word and 

loses concentration. 

Steps 10a and b: listen for the change in the letter sound: f ar s t and cats /s/ dogs /z/ 

Gave him four sound stories to read/reread for homework, steps 9 onward, including plurals. 

  

Lesson 3 

SRS Foundation: Steps 11/12 Sound Processing with four-sound words; then build four sound words; 

read four sound words. A preference for writing is developing: he likes writing the sounds and saying 

the finished word better than reading a whole word. The writing seems to anchor him. He is showing 

more confidence. 

SRS 1: In ‘Sound Snip’ Dictionary build /sh/ and /th/. Introduce worksheets and reading sentences 

(home work) 

Dictate a few words on to the whiteboard. He enjoys the success. 

  

Lesson 4 

Hear him read ‘Best Camp’ Story – much improved. 

SRS 1 Build /ch/ in ‘Sound Snip’ Dictionary: two spellings; shows interest. 

Read ‘Fish and Chips at lunch’ – he mixes the sounds /sh/ and /ch/ 
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Is still muddling b/d also i/e; made i/e word lists and asked Mum to repeat the b/d words 

Mum says he enjoys the homework and looks forward to lesson! 

  

Lesson 5 

SRS 1 Hear him read Fish and Chips – very slow, but accurate! He is pleased. 

Sound /ng/ in ‘Sound Snip’ Dictionary and worksheets started 

Introduce two syllable words with SRS Foundation reading and spelling: laptop, flipflop in chunks: 

_______ _______ 

Consolidate: adding i ng ( two sounds) worksheets: a couple of words from each worksheet /ng/. 

Syllable worksheets for homework. Rob ‘gets it’. 

  

Lesson 6 

Reads two syllable words – more fluent than last week 

SRS 1 sound /o/: start worksheets and stories – this goes well 

Do /kw/ (qu) and /ks/ (x) as well 

Read ‘Really Reading’ stories – good 

  

Lesson 7 

Mum comes in and says that there has been a ‘breakthrough’: that he loves doing his homework and 

that the school has noticed a difference in attitude. 

We read ‘Really Reading’ story 2 for /o/ and then Spell Sort sound /k/ in Sound Snip dictionary, start 

worksheets and read ‘Truck’ story; it goes well. 

Have another go at b/d reversals: reads ready prepared words faultlessly, but he still reverses when 

reading stories. 

  

Lesson 8 

Review /k/ 
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Spell Sort sound /ee/ 

Reads all the sentences on the worksheets 

Reads nearly two pages of ‘The Greedy Fox’ Work through two syllable words in chunks 

______ _______ (first page only: happy, gladly) Good lesson; happy boy. 

  

Lesson 9 

Review /ee/ 

Spell Sort sound /e/: ‘Jen the Hen’ (slow reading) 

Chop up nearly all the words – emphasis on tricky ones: s ai d, m a ny 

Do the two syllable: read/y, weath/er in chunks ______ _______ 

Rob is still muddling i/e; had another go at special word lists 

He is very positive. 

  

Lesson 10 

Review /e/ 

Read second half of ‘Jen the Hen’ – good 

Spell sort sound /a-e/: build two syllable words in Sound Snip dictionary. He always enjoys building: 

we build in chunks _______ _________ 

Read ‘Eight Snails’ story Sound sort ‘ea’ spelling: Rob enjoys this and understands the concept, he says 

it reminds him of cats/s/ and dogs/z/. He knows that spellings do the same i.e. can have more than 

one sound. (Spelling ‘ea’: team /ee/, head /e/, great /a-e/) 

  

Lesson 11 

Review /a-e/ 

Work on syllables: work the adding ‘ed’ worksheets listen for changing sounds: contented,/e/ /d/ 

starved /d/, tricked/t/ 

Spell Sort sound /l/ little label 
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We re-read stories ‘Eight Snails’ and ‘The Greedy Fox’ for confidence building. 

Good progress: he takes a ‘real’ book home: Mouse Tales by Arnold Lobel 

  

Lesson 12 

Review /l/ and read from Mouse Tales 

Spell Sort sound /o-e/ and start worksheets 

Start reading ‘Three Boys in a Boat’ story 

He hasn’t finished Mouse Tales so takes it home again – reading slowly and fluently. Good: he is 

happy. 

  

Lesson 13 

Retested on Individual Reading Analysis test: 20 points 

Reading Age 6:7 – progress! 

Spell Sort sound /ow/ worksheets and start story 

Start reading two-syllable word lists with the break 

He takes Mouse Soup (new book) home to read 

  

Lesson 14 (just before Christmas break) 

Review /ow/ 

Sound Sort the ‘ow’ spelling: snow/o-e/, cow/ow/. Rob is quick and automatic. He had already 

noticed the spelling. 

Spell Sort the sound /s/ but only sat, hiss, nice, house 

We read Mouse Soup. He is enjoying it. 

He takes Mrs Jolly’s Joke Book ( by J Alberg) for Christmas holidays 

Prepared the words (multi -syllable words and tricky words e.g. ‘l au gh’) 
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Asked him to review sounds over holidays and try lots of dictation (note: we have not been 

emphasizing spelling but aiming at reading) 

  

Lesson 15 

After Christmas: 

He tells me he read lots of home books over holidays: Dr Zeuss, Cat in the Hat, etc. 

Read Mrs Jolly: very good; fluent. 

Spell Sort sound /i-e/ worksheets and story: rather stop–go (difficult to get going after Christmas 

break?) 

He chooses Diving Dolphins (Dorling Kindersley 1) for his next reading book. 

  

Lesson 16 

Review /i-e/ 

Prepare Diving Dolphins (DK1) word lists: more demanding than Mouse Tales etc.– lots more multi-

syllable words 

Rob gains confidence when we build words from the book before reading the word lists. 

Finish Spell Sorting the sound /s/ challenging spelling ( c(e) centre, c(i) city c(y) fancy 

Also cover the sound /oo/ as in wood and would 

Introduce SRS 2 multi-syllable words in Step 1(prefixes): be-, e-, im-, in- 

  

Lesson 17 

Review /s/ 

Spell Sort sound /er/ 

Start the worksheets and story 

Heard him read Frog and Toad Together – good: much more fluent. This book is roughly on the same 

level as Mouse Tales. Good for confidence building. 
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Dolphins DK1 – takes home to finish; I think it is challenging him! Multi-syllable words (above) went 

well: move onto Step 2 – no syllable break 

  

Lesson 18 

Review /er/; Read the last two pages of Diving Dolphins. 

Spell Sort sound /u/ which includes tricky spellings: ‘young’, ‘trouble’, ‘shovel’, ‘mother’, etc. 

Do first half of /j/ (j, ge, dge – not g(i) g(e) g(y),) 

Still finishing Frog and Toad.  He wants to read Rockets and Space Ships DK1 next. 

  

Lesson 19 

Review /j/ 

Read prepared words for Rockets and Space Ships 

Finish the sound /j/ g(i) giant g(e) gentle g(y), gym) 

Sound Sort for ‘g’ ( get, got, golf, gold, game, gate, gang, gift, give /ginger, giraffe, gem, gipsy, general, 

geography, gerbil, germ). 

Read /j/ story 

  

Lesson 20 

This is the last teaching lesson 

Read Rockets and Space Ships; Rob is reading with enough confidence and fluency to make progress. 

He is enjoying the process. 

Review /j/ 

Introduce sound /shun/ and sort ‘tion’ station and ‘cian’ magician 

Introduce: Spell Sort sound /f/; Worksheets – start Introduce sound /aw/ Worksheets – start 

Rob and his mother know how SRS works and can continue to work the sounds on their own 
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Post -teaching test results 

Blending:                                                                                 14/15 

Segmenting:                                                                            57/58 

Sound Processing:                                                                  7/10 

Code Knowledge:                                                                   43/50 (86%) 

Individual Reading Analysis NFER Nelson: 

Accuracy:                                           33 points: Reading Age 8:2 

Comprehension:                                 10 points: Reading Age 8:9 

  

Rob is secure in the knowledge that he can read and spell. His attitude to school and to 

learning has completely changed. 

  

Summary 

With 20 lessons between September 20xx and February 20xx Rob’s Reading Age progressed from no 

score (below 5:0) to 8:2. 

These 20 lessons were supported throughout by Rob’s mother. Rob did up to three 30 minute sessions 

per week on follow-up work with his mum. Rob’s mother was frequently in touch after the lessons, as 

he continued to make good progress and even read some tricky words for his elder sister by chunking 

and finding the ‘difficult’ bit. His sister was very impressed! 

 


